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Abstract. Energy Storage Systems installed at primary substations can be used
by different participants of the power system for handling the emerging
uncertainties caused by supply-side variations, demand-side flexibility and grid
topology changes. This work presents a practical design for the monitoring
system of the controller of the grid interactive energy storage system. This
monitoring scheme takes advantage of synchrophasor measurements gathered
by phasor measurement units of wide area measurement systems. The analysis
of synchrophasor measurements provides real-time situational awareness over
the status of the grid. Therefore, the integration of synchrophasor measurements
into the control loop of GI-ESS will enable them to participate in power services
of the flexibility market. Furthermore, the implementation of a basic power
oscillation damping function as an example of power services using the pro-
posed monitoring system is illustrated in this paper.
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1 Introduction

Power systems all over the world are facing significant changes by different drivers that
are changing the conditions of system operation. The significant increase of renewable
resources is one of these drivers [1]. Due to their intimate nature, they induce more
uncertainty to the grid, which needs more severe operation. The other game changer is
the evolving of modern distribution networks. These systems become more compli-
cated, regarding their new role in generation. Today, these grids can be known as key
infrastructures both in consumption and generation because of the large presence of
low and medium voltage connected distributed energy resources (DERs) and pro-
sumers such as electric vehicles and energy storage systems (ESSs) [2].

On the one hand, in order to cope with these changes, distribution and transmission
system operators (DSOs and TSOs) should incorporate different controllable equipment
(CE) into the grid [3]. Generation units, FACTS devices, phase shifting transformers
and ESSs are examples of these controllable resources. On the other hand, for guar-
anteeing the flexible operation of the grid, maintaining the system reliability and
exploiting the efficient use of sustainable energy, the development of advanced mon-
itoring solutions and control frameworks is necessary both for distribution and trans-
mission grids [4].

In [5], an active/reactive power control strategy for ESS is proposed that takes into
account the required profile of power for electrical grid by using local measurements.
The authors of [6] propose a hysteresis-based PI-state control scheme for solving the
problem of the limited fault ride-through capability of grid-connected DFIGs during
faults and disturbances. They use local measurements for controlling the converter,
which is connected to the ESS. The authors of [7] propose a novel parallel control for
modular ESSs through the comparative analysis of various conventional parallel types
of control by using local measurements for their proposed control scheme. Further-
more, in [8], the authors consider a distributed ESS-based control paradigm for
enhancement of the power systems transient stability. They use local measurements
(sensors) in a multi-agent control framework that includes both synchronous generators
and ESSs. Kiaei and Lotfifard propose a model predictive control (MPC) method to
improve the power systems transient stability by controlling the state of charge and
discharge of ESS installed throughout power systems by using local measurements [9].

In [10], the authors use ESS for the transmission grid congestion management. In
addition, they assess the effects of transmission congestion on the profitability of
arbitrage by ESS in the electricity markets. Authors of [6] propose a scalable wide area
coordinated control scheme by using distributed MPC on ESS to improve the rotor-
angle stability in cases of large disturbances of the power system. Furthermore, they
implement a local measurement system for the controllers of ESS in each area; how-
ever; the controllers are just able to perform coordinated control schemes. This coor-
dinated control scheme is based on data exchange links.

The presented monitoring structures for control of ESS in previous works have just
focused on a single control scheme; however; it is essential for grid scale ESSs to
participate in different power services to make them financially feasible [11]. Therefore,
this work takes advantage of wide area measurement system (WAMS) to present a
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configurable monitoring schemes for control of grid interactive ESS (GI-ESS). This
will empower GI-ESS to participate in different power services in flexibility market, as
well as, cover the drawbacks of decentralized, distributed and hierarchical control
architectures.

In this paper, GI-ESS is referred to a grid scale ESS that is installed at primary
substation. Therefore, it could be a representative for a single node in the well-known
concept of active distribution networks [12]. Regarding the position of active substa-
tions as the interface with the transmission and distribution grids, they can participate in
real-time operation enhancement of both girds. Overall, the main contributions of this
paper are described as follows:

1. This works presents a monitoring scheme for the control of GI-BESS based on the
synchrophasor measurements gathered by WAMS.

2. The provided situational awareness over the grid will enable the GI-BESS to par-
ticipate in different power services in the flexibility market.

3. A basic power damping oscillation (POD) function is presented as an instance for
power services that can be delivered by the GI-ESS.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the main ideas
behind the work and the proposed WAMS-based monitoring system for GI-BESS. The
detailed design of the proposed monitoring system for POD function is illustrated in
Sect. 3. The simulation results are presented in Sect. 4, and finally, Sect. 5 concludes
the paper.

2 Synchrophasor Measurements Integration into Control

Monitoring systems are essential parts of every closed-loop control system. As it
discussed in [11], many works can be found that take advantage of synchrophasor
measurements into their control schemes; however; limited works can be found which
have focused on the architecture of the monitoring system.

2.1 Synchrophasor Measurement Technologies

Synchrophasor Measurement Technologies (SMT) and their applications are encour-
aging solutions for the monitoring of emerging power system [13]. SMT can provide a
wide range of real-time, online and offline applications such as stability assessment,
congestion management and model validation for all monitoring, protection and control
of the grid [14–16]. Generally, SMT includes phasor measurement units (PMUs),
WAMS, and their applications in power systems monitoring and control.

PMU is an advanced technology in terms of measurements in power systems. This
device is capable of gathering real-time measurement of voltage and current phasor
(magnitude and angle), as well as, frequency and rate of change of frequency in a time
synchronized manner. Precise time synchronized measurements characterized by GPS
time tags and hybrid frequency and phase estimation algorithms are the major aspects
that represent a substantial improvement in the concept of AC quantity measurement
and provide power system operators many useful applications. Today, operation and
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planning of large power systems are enabled by the use of operation infrastructure,
advanced measurement technology and information tools that WAMS provides. Typ-
ically, power system operators use WAMS as a standalone system. Therefore, these
days, WAMS defined as a complimentary monitoring system beside SCADA, which is
the conventional tool for power system operation and control.

For this purpose, the main function of WAMS is enhancing the real-time “situa-
tional awareness” of grid operator’s that is essential for safe and reliable operation of
the system. Furthermore, WAMS also supports post-event analysis for significant
disturbances that occurs in the system. It is expected that WAMS and SMT become
integrated into grids’ real-time control centres (CC) in the near future [17].

Unlike conventional monitoring systems such as SCADA, energy management
system (EMS) and substation monitoring system, SMT can be used in wide variety of
control schemes including communication-based (centralized, decentralized and dis-
tributed) and autonomous (or local) control schemes, as well as, any hybrid combi-
nation of these schemes. Figure 1 shows different monitoring systems regarding their
applications in control schemes and phenomena monitoring window. Regarding this
figure, it could be note that:

• SMT can detect phenomena within the range of milliseconds to some minutes;
however; there are modern PMUs that supports slow mode recording to detect
phenomena with much lower occurrence frequency.

• Local measurements, such as substation monitoring systems are designed to provide
measurements for local control loops. In addition, they can provide measurements
for protective relays in substations and log the switching events, as well as, faults
waveforms in the substation logging data centre.

• A typical RTU can gather and send electrical quantities such as voltage magnitude,
active and reactive power in range of 1 to 5 s. The SCADA system receives and

Fig. 1. Monitoring systems regarding time response and available control schemes.
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archives these values. In addition, visualization part of SCADA system provides
information about the status of the grid and its equipment for the operators in the
CC.

• Generally, EMS uses the data gathered by SCADA system and smart meters for
managing the energy production and consumption in the grid.

2.2 General Structure of SMT Integration into GI-ESS Control

In this paper, PMU and WAMS are taken into account as the local and wide area
sources of synchrophasor measurements in concept of SMT.

The results of measurements-based algorithms such as oscillation detection, online
transient stability assessment, online voltage stability assessment which can be
implemented in local PDCs within power substations or CCs [18] are the sources of
developed knowledge for SMT. This knowledge is extracted based on the syn-
chrophasor measurements collected by WAMS or any other hybrid source of data. This
integration provides situational awareness over the grid for the GI-ESS controller to
enable it participation in dynamic stability improvement.

General structure is presented for SMT integration into control of GI-ESS in Fig. 2.
This general structure shows how the local GI-ESS Controller can control the ESS
Converter within the active substation, and how it can receive data from different
monitoring systems to set the reference values for injecting/absorbing active and
reactive power of the ESS.

Regarding this general structure, different autonomous and communication-based
control schemes can be implemented for the GI-ESS controller [12]. In this general
structure, it is possible for GI-ESS to participate in inter-area interaction such as inter-
area oscillation damping because of the available communication link between different
Regional CCs.

Active substation 01

GI-ESS 
Controller

ESS 
Converter

Substation 
Monitoring SystemRTU PMU

Communication Network

PDC Active Substation 
n

CT, VT or 
Merging Unit

PMU

CT, VT or 
Merging Unit

Control Center (CC)

Super PDC SCADA/ EMS

RTU

Regional CC

Regional PDC

Fig. 2. General structure of SMT integration into GI-ESS control.
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2.3 Proposed WAMS-Based Solution for Monitoring System

Figure 3 shows the structure of WAMS-based solution for monitoring system.
Regardless of the implemented WAMS architecture (hierarchical, centralized or
hybrid), in the presented design, WAMS provides a historical database and a real-time
stream of synchrophasor measurements of whole system.

In Fig. 3, CTs and VTs provide suitable signals for PMU, then, the PMU sends the
synchrophasor measurements to the local PDC (if applicable) or Super PDC. Wide area
applications in CC or local synchrophasor measurement-based applications such as
oscillation detection and online transient stability assessment on local PDC provide the
knowledge over the grid status. This extracted knowledge over the grid is transmitted to
ESS local controller through the communication link.

The communication protocol between PMU, Local PDC (if applicable) and super
PDC is IEEE C37.118. It should be noted that, regarding the results of PMU placement
studies, PMUs are located on specific substations to make the voltage and current of
specific lines observable, consequently, there could be some substations in the area
(e.g. Substation M) without any installed PMUs.

ESS local controller can send the reference values for exchanging active and
reactive power to the ESS converter regarding the grid and ESS status. For instance, the
received knowledge over the grids identifies a local oscillation mode in the area of the
GI-BESS, which enables the controller of GI-BESS to calculate the exact amount of
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Communica on network
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Substa on Equipments
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Industrial Ethernet
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Fig. 3. WAMS-based solution for control.
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active power, which is needed to be injected for damping of that specific mode. If the
storage can provide that amount of active power, regarding the status of stored energy,
the GI-BESS can participate in flexibility market for this power service.

One of the outmost aspect of this design is the need for implementation of real-time
Ethernet protocol. The reason for this protocol selection is the need of deterministic
communication link implementation in the closed-loop control systems. Because of this
reason, it is essential to implement the real-time deterministic communication channel
between each active substation and CC.

In addition, strict time stamping of PMU data can be used in control algorithms to
suppress variations in communication channels for synchronization of local control
loop to (global) WAMS measurement.

3 WAMS-Based Power Oscillation Damping

Low frequency inter-area oscillations can limit the power transfer between areas of
power system [19]. Therefore, it is essential to increase the maximum power transfer
(PMax) between areas. Below, the structure of proposed controller for POD function is
discussed.

Based on [20, 21], the objective of the Control Lyapunov Function (CLF) is to
choose the value of a control variable in such a manner to make the output of the CLF
non-positive. This is to ensure the stability of the system.

In this study, the WAMS delivers system-wide frequency and voltage angle
measurements to the POD controller of the GI-BESS (di;xi). These values are directly
measured by phasor measurement units (PMUs) installed at generation substations of
the system and sent via communication to the regional/super phasor data concentrator
(PDC). Hence, it is essential to establish a communication link between PDC and the
GI-BESS. For generation plants with more than one generation unit, an equivalent
generation unit is assumed, therefore the i-index indicates the number of generation
plant.

It is essential to note that in this study and for the sake of simplicity, all the
communication links are assumed to be time deterministic without any possibility of
data collision and delay.

The control diagram which is depicted in Fig. 4 shows the control scheme of a
simple POD controller. The main idea behind this controller is taken from [21], which
has implemented an POD for SVC. In [21], the generations of the system are divided
into two critical and non-critical groups using coherency analysis, then, based on the
principles of generalized one-machine infinite bus (GOMIB) system, the dGOMIB and
xGOMIB are calculated for each sample of measured di and xi. These calculations are
done by wide area damping controller (WADC) as an application at the control center
of WAMS.
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The POD block uses CLF as a representative for energy function of the system to
mitigate the power oscillation by applying a change in the active power reference of the
BESS Converter, ΔPref.

The single machine equivalent (SIME) method from [21] is used to obtain the
proposed P-based control laws for the POD function, yielding

iq ¼ �kPODq � cosðdGOMIBÞ xGOMIB ð1Þ

id ¼ kPODd � sinðdGOMIBÞ xGOMIB ð2Þ

where, iq and id are q- and d-axis currents, kPODd and kPODq are time-varying tuneable
gains that should be tuned optimally for different operational scenarios, and dGOMIB and
xGOMIB are the angle and angular velocity of GOMIB. The xGOMIB and dGOMIB are
calculated as

xGOMIB ¼ ðRi2CmiÞ�1Ri2Cmixi � ðRi2NCmiÞ�1Rj2NCmjxj ð3Þ

dGOMIB ¼ ðRi2CmiÞ�1Ri2Cmidi � ðRi2NCmiÞ�1Rj2NCdjxj ð4Þ

Where subscript C indicates the machines inside the critical group and subscript NC
indicates the machines inside non-critical group in the concept of SIME.

Finally, the amount of reactive power to be exchanged by GI-BESS for POD
(PPOD = ΔPref) is calculated using PPOD = vq.iq + vd.id, which is added to the Pref

which is scheduled for the GI-BESS.

4 Simulation and Results

To validate the proposed controller, the IEEE 39-bus system is used. The grid is
implemented in DIgSILENT Power Factory and it is assumed this network comprises
three principle areas, where a 200 MW/200 MWh GI-BESS with an initial state of
charge (SoC) level of 50% is installed at Bus 14. The GI-BESS scheduled power is set
to inject active power to the grid.

WADC
application 

@ CC
ΔPref

ΔPmax

ΔPmin

Wide-area Measurements

Power Oscillation Damping

Dead-band

Pref (Scheduled)

PMU@G1

δ1 , ω1 

PMU@Gn

δn , ωn 

Coherency Analysis

ωGOMIB 

δGOMIB

Voltage Measurement @ PCC

GI-BESS 
local P-

Controller

C, NC

Fig. 4. Proposed wide area controller scheme for POD functionality
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Regarding the installed capacity of this test system, the capacity of GI-BESS is
almost 1% of total installed capacity (16800 MW) which is an acceptable range for a
grid scale BESS.

In order to obtain good POD performance, it is necessary to find the optimal values
for kPODd and kPODq . In this paper, a hybrid optimization based on combination of DE

and L-BFGS-B optimization techniques is applied to find the optimal value for kPODd

and kPODq .
As, the main focus of this paper is on the measurement system, the formulation of

optimization problem is out of scope and will be discussed in future works. In addition,
in this paper and for the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that kPODd ¼ kPODq ¼ k. The
optimal value for k is 381.92.

It is essential to note that, the optimal value for k changes regarding the system’s
operation point. Therefore, it is recommended to update the gain value based on the
grid status. However, in this paper and for an instance of power service for GI-BESS,
just a single operation scenario is discussed.

In this operation scenario, the system undergoes a three-phase short-circuit event on
line 14–15 at t = 1 s, which is cleared after 100 ms, causing an inter-area oscillation on
the tie-lines 09–39 and 14–15.

As it depicted in Fig. 5, the FFT analysis of lines flow during the fault indicates the
frequency of this oscillation. The modes shapes of this system after modal analysis for
f = 0.645 Hz shows that two major groups of synchronous generators oscillate against
each other.

Figure 6 depicts the active power of Line 14–15, for three different cases: without
GI-BESS, with GI-BESS, and GI-BESS with the proposed controller. However,
installing a GI-BESS improves the POD, this figure clearly shows the excellent

Fig. 5. FFT analysis of active power for all lines of IEEE 39 bus test case system.
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performance of the proposed controller in regards to shaving the peak and increasing
the damping ratio of the system.

For making GI-BESS available to participate in both energy and power services, it
is important to assess the amount of stored energy, which could be injected to the grid
and the available capacity for absorbing energy from the grid. The SoC can be defined
as a good measure to find the effect of power oscillation damping enhancement as a
power service on regular energy services of the GI-BESS. Therefore, to assess the
effect of the proposed controller on the SoC level of the GI-BESS, a comparison is
presented in Fig. 7.

Clearly, the impact of the proposed controller on the SoC level is negligible. This
indicated that the GI-BESS was delivering the active power to the grid regarding the
dispatch and participating in power oscillation damping simultaneously.

Fig. 6. The active power oscillation of Line 14–15, without GI-BESS and with GI-BESS with
and without proposed POD controller.

Fig. 7. SoC level versus the GI-BESS active and reactive power exchange.
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5 Conclusion

This paper presents a practical scheme for integration of SMT into the control of GI-
ESS by delivering real-time situational awareness over the status of the grid. Fur-
thermore, a basic CFL based POD function is implemented as an instance to assess this
integration. This integration enables the GI-ESS to participate in both power and
energy services of flexibility market, simultaneously. The simulation results prove the
efficiency of the proposed monitoring system by showing the negligible impact the
participation in power services has on the SoC of the GI-BESS, as well as, the excellent
ability of GI-BESS to mitigate low frequency inter-area power oscillations.
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